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A general mathematical approach (the SSA code) for
embodying learned data from a complex system and'
combining it with a current observation to esti-
mate the true current state of the system has been
applied to a nuclear power plant (EBR-II). Sensor
validation and generation of estimated signals
based upon the plant operating state are used for
the replacement of signals from multiple faulted
sensors on a near real-time basis. A direct
experimental demonstration of the capability of
the code to perform these tasks is presented in
which multiple sensor faults in EBR-II are simu-
lated.

INTRODUCTION

In large, complex and dynamic systems such as
electrical power plants, petrochemical facilities,
space vehicle launch systems, waste treatment
centers, etc., a multitude of signals generated
from a wide variety of sensors are used for)
monitoring, control and safety functions. These|
signals represent various physical phenomena!
occurring in the system, many of which are closelyj
inter-related and are essential for continued safe
and economical operation. In addition, many of
the sensors supplying critical information are
difficult to maintain, repair or replace due to
local hazardous environments, inconvenient loca-
tions or the need for system shutdown or opera-
tional disruption. If system operation is
dependent upon the continued availability of
certain sensors, the usual solutions are to use
redundant sensors or to develop a maintenance
program in which these sensors are periodically:
tested and if necessary, replaced or repaired.!
However, these approaches can increase the cost of!
the system due to the additional expenses related!
to the sensor redundancies or can have a negative1

impact upon tne availability of the system due to!
the necessarily arbitrary maintenance schedule
established in order to avoid forced outages due
to critical sensors failures. If the schedule is|
not conservatively designed, then an increased
risk of such outages results.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Reactor Systems, Development, and Technology,
under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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An alternative approach is to use a mathematica
technique that can identify the relationship
among all the signals at each operating state v
order to generate "learned-states" of the system
Using such relationships developed from pattern-
recognition algorithms, coupled with curren'
observations of the state of the system, it should
be possible to validate each signal as well as
predict the expected value of any particular
signal based upon the values of the other signals.
Thus, this approach through its validation alyo-
rithms can identify the malfunction of any sensor
and in addition, predict the expected value of the
signal from that sensor that could be used in
place of the actual physical signal to continue
system operation until a convenient shutdown time
is reached.

This paper will utilize such an approach ana
demonstrate its capabilities in the surveillance
of the EBR-II reactor plant. T M s methodology can
provide signal validation and estimation of the
"true" signals from faulty sensors on a near real-
time basis for hundreds of plant parameters. An
experimental test of the capability of tne SSA
code to provide accurate estimates of critical
plant parameters following failures of sensors
providing the signals used to determine these
parameters will be presented.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PATTERN RECOGNITION CODE (SSA)

The System State Analyzer (SSA) is a computer
program that uses examples of tne operating state
of a system from which to learn, makes a single
new observation of the system, ana then uses the
patterns developed from the learned examples toi
estimate the current "true" state of the system.
States of tne system are represented by vectors
whose elements are chosen by the SSA user 3na can!
range from direct values of the system parameters!
to the result of any transformation of the system!
parameters that produces a scalar value. State
vector elements do not have to be linearly in-
dependent. The learning process is performed
according to a set of rules defined by the SSA
user.

This methodoloyy can be described as an SSA in-
ference engine that accepts as input a set of
learned states and a new observation ot the
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two vector?:—Anutliei—i ebuU—rs—tun bbUmation of
the "true" value of each and every element in the j
new observation in the form of an estimated state
vector^ auiAr£Qmpar>>i9OB. pOfju ithe .estimated value of
each element with i ts current observed value
permits a validation of each element so far as i t
is consistent with the overall operational state
of the system.

The series of operations performed in the SSA
inference engine consist of various matrix
operations. F i r s t , a l l pairs of learned states
are a^sjocj^tgdi^wpa^dJetime using the rule set to
create" the elements of a recognition matrix.
Next, the new observation is associated with each
learned state using the rule set to produce a
vector that has the same number of elements as the
number of learned states. The largest element
value in th is vector ident i f ies the "closest"
learned state to the new observation. F ina l l y , !
the normal matrix product of this vector with the ]
recognition matrix produces a set of linear combi-i
nation coeff icients for combining the learned I
states into the estimated state vector. This j
methodology, when applied to any true state of a |
system that is an exact linear combination of the i
learned states, yields a very close approximation I
to the true state. The closeness depends mostly i
upon non-l ineari t ies arising from the rule set and !

can be determined by applying the SSA to any
system and using as the new observation a true
l inear combination of the learned states.

The rule set presently used is based upon a
learning process that compares the overlap of any
two patterns (state vectors) within a f ixed i
framework. As an example of this process, imagine!
that two photographic negatives of single hand-!
wr i t ten let ters of the alphabet are available end
i t is desired to determine i f the images on the !
two negatives represent the same le t te r . This j
question can be answered simply by reading the
Images. But now, a second question can be raised i
that requires a judgment as to how similar the '
images are to each other. This can be resolved by
overlaying the images and while holding them to a
l igh t source, adjusting their relat ive positions
so as to maximize the l ight transmission through
the i r common transparent regions. This approach i
permits a qual i tat ive conclusion to be reached as '
to the degree of s imi lar i ty based upon the amount
of overlap of the two images. The present SSA i
rule set is the mathematical analog of this over ,
lap process. The ident i f icat ion of the "closest" i
learned state is the analog to the ident i f icat ion
of the alphabet le t te r in the example, while the 1

estimated state vector is the quantitative analog i
of the qual i tat ive s imi lar i ty estimate. The r u l e j
set is constructed such that i t sat isf ies the i
general SSA requirement that the comparison of any <
two vectors y ie ld a posi t ive-def in i te scalar that
is renormalizable to a value greater than zero and '

less than or equal to unity (where unity is unique
ro me d^oemion oT laonmai stare vectors.

The present SSA framework is an attempt
the't frSracter ist ics of intel l igence to •
determining whether the state of a cotn(
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is consistent with other previous observations of
the sarae system, ana u io, in mm quantitative
estimates of a l l the variables of the "true" statej
of the system. Additional information on SiA is
available.!•. j"iThe -primary^purpose of this paper is
a demonstrction of the capabil i ty of SSA to v a l i -
date sensor signals and to accurately estimate the
values of variables in the state vector in real
time when various types of fai lures are occurring
in the sensors d i rect ly or indi rect ly generating
these variables.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EBR-II PLANT

The Experimental Breeder Reactor No. I I {EBR-IJ}
is a small e lec t r ica l power producing, l i qu id -
metal -cooled nuclear reactor located at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory m Idaho. I ts
nuclear steam supply system produces about 20 KWe
when the plant is operated at i t s f u l l nameplate
thermal power rat ing of 62.5 HW. The plant is
currently being used for test ing of fuel behavior
after cladding f a i l u re , demonstration of passive
safety concepts ana improved control systems, ana
as a test bed for advanced surveillance and diag-
nostic too ls . Over 900 signals from almost as
many sensors are collected and routed to a data
acquisit ion system (DAS) for monitoring and
archiving purposes. However, fewer than 2UU
signals are needed to characterize the reactor and
the main heat fanspor t systems. Additional
descriptive information on EBR-II is available.2

DISCUSSION OF TEST

The objective of the test ing was to show that in a
real-time operating mode, SSA could determine the
"t rue" state of the system based upon 11 previous-
y learned operating states in the presence of

mult iple sensor faul ts as well as predict the
values of signals in the presence of these simu-
lated sensor fa i lures and/or malfunctions. To
accomplish t h i s , the code was used in a learning
mode to establish a learned-state matrix embodying
information from 115 signals covering 11 separate
operating states of the plant. Then, simulated
fai lures in 15 individual signals were sequen-
t i a l l y inst i tuted through programming changes in
the data acquisi t ion system. The types vf
fa i lures included sudden shif ts in values as well
as tota l loss of s ignal . As tne signals were
fa i l ed , the code was used in a real-time mom-
jtoring mode where a l l of the signals were es t i - j
mated and compared with the actual plant measure-'
ments.

IThe test was conducted in two phases. The f i r s t
phase focused on the ab i l i t y of SSA to predict tne i
lvalue of the temperature r ise across the core of
the reactor (a c r i t i c a l parameter both in terms ot
'operation and safety) when sensors contriSutiny to |
jthis signal were abnormally operating. The second I
phase consisted of sequentially f a i l i ng or fau l t -



ing sensors: ̂setotalnjotcd&vsigna.ls-were affected)
and observing the resulting capabilities uf SSA tu
predict anj or all signals in the state vector
(115 signal ; ) •
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The f i r s t [hase of the test ing was in i t ia ted with
the reacto- operating at steady-state at i t s
normal f u l r poirer condition.—rt learned domain wa-s-
established using DAS data covering the previous
84 hours of operation at the same f u l l power con-
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value of the reactor core temperature rise (DAS
channel 97, and whose "true" value is 180°F), this
same signal was changed to read 170°F and held at
this incorrect value for several minutes. This
change was in i t ia ted at time -172 minutes in Fig.
1 which shows the measured signal (the boldest
l ine) dropping off the bottom of the graph wnile
the SSA-predicted value of th is signal (the medium
bold s\;Weixf1flt!irfitl£ft9ifl.ft; f r o m i t s normal f luctuat-
ing behavior. The pair of l ighter lines on either
side of the SSA-predicted curve are the upper and
lower l imi ts of the SSA-prediction and thus
represent the uncertainty in the predict ion. I t
can also be observed from this f igure that the
measured value of the signal from th is sensor has
been "de-validated", i . e . , the sensor-based signal
indicates a value that is not consistent with the
"true" state of the system as indicated by the 1
SSA-estimated signal. Thus, i t is apparent t ha t :
this signal is faulted in some way and should be
investigated.

At time -164 minutes, this signal was reduced to
read 0°F and held at this new value for several
more minutes. As can be seen on F ig. 1 (although
this additional change in the sensor occurs out of
he range of this p fo t ) , SSA was able to continue
o predict the expected value of this signal based
pon the current state of the plant as provided by
he other 114 unaffected signals. Thus, th is
hase of the test has shown that SSA is capable of
ccurately estimating the value of a signal even
hough the sensor d i rect ly generating th is signal
s malfunctioning or oven has fa i l ed .

he test was continued at time -156 minutes by
estoring DAS channel 97 to i t s actual measured

ralue of about 180°F so that a l l sensors were then
iperating properly. Then, at time -145 minutes,
AS channel 328 (the average reactor in le t coolant
emperature) was changed from i ts normal value of j
00°F to read 670"F. Since this signal is used as j
nput to various calculations involving reactor j
ower, reactor temperature r ise and reactor flow j
ate, i ts simulated faul t also affected 5 other •
ignals. Thus, this single faul t caused simulated '

nalfunctions in a tota l of 6 signals. An i l l u - -
t ra t ion of the effect of the imposed fault in DAS
hannel 328 upon another related channel is shown :

n Fig. 2. In th is f igure, the reactor outlet
owrate (which is dependent upon the measured

nlet temperature to determine the coolant density
n order to convert the measured m i l l i v o l t signal
o gallons/minute, gpm) is shown, with the sensor- ,
lenerated value shown in bold, the SSA-estimated

lue in medium and the uncertainty l imits on the
'A-estimate in l i g h t . As can be seen, at -145
nutes when the simulated fault in the in let

temperature was i n i t i a t ed , the measured value of
e—n uwi ate slfuws> dii—inuiiud idLt? bjjui i uu} increase.

However, since SSA has determined fromj the other
signals in the plant that the true state of the
systenMras' not changed, the SSA-estimat^d value of
the flowrate is essentially unaffected. An i n -
crease in the uncertainty bounds on| tfie 5SA-

t i Hid led vdlue—dues—ULLUV,—liu-vyver,—due to the
increase in the uncertainty in aeternnmny th t
true state of the system since 6 signals are now
reading .."wusual" -v.diues,»,;), e . , values that are
not within the domain of learned states.

At -136 minutes, the measured value of DAS channel
3 (secondary system heat balance) was changed from
i t s normal value of about 62 MW to indicate U m
and at -129 minutes, the measured value of DAS
channel 132 (IHX secondary outlet temperature) was
changed front i t s normal value of about 880°F to
800°F. Both of these signals, as well as the
previously changed reactor in le t temperature, are
used in the calculation of the reactor temperature
rise as shown in Fig. 1 and which was the focus of
the f i r s t phase of this tes t . Thus, 3 of the
required input signals used to compute the value
of the reactor temperature r ise have L.'en faulted
and the result ing measured (actually calculated)
value of th is channel is shown in Fig. 1 for times
greater than -136 minutes to decrease (of f the
scale of the graph) to about 132°F from i t s true
value of 18D°F. However, SSA has recognized that
the true state of the system has not changed, even
though 8 signals out of the 115 in the state
vector are out of thei r learned domains, and the
estimated value of the reactor temperature r ise is
basical ly unchanged and at i t s expected " t rue"
value. Again, the uncertainty bounds on th is
estimation have increased due to the increased
uncertainty in ident i fy ing the true system s ta te .

The test was continued by sequentially fau l t ing 7
additional channels at s tar t ing at -121 minutes
and ending at -80 minutes: channel 145 (super-
heater sodium outlet temperature) was changed to
read 400°F from i t s normal value of 785^ ; channel
151 (superheater sodium outlet header temperature)
was changed to indicate 950cF rather than i t s true
value of 794°F; channel 152 (evaporator sodium i n -
le t temperature) was changed to indicate U°F
rather than i t s true value of 787°F; channel 163
(evaporator sodium outlet temperature) was changed
to indicate 0°F rather than i t s true value of
593°F; channel 271 (steam header superheater out-
le t flow) was changed to indicate 200,000 #/hr
rather than i t s true value of 272,000 #/hr;
channel 178 (secondary surge tank outlet tempera-
ture) was changed to indicate 0°F rather than u s I
true value of 591°F; and, f i n a l l y , channel 268
(steam header superheater outlet temperature) was
changed to indicate 0°F rather than i t s true value
of 817°F.

At this point in the test (at about -8U minutes),
a total of 15 signals had simulated faults of
various degrees. Yet, as can t>e seen from Fig. 1,
SSA is still capable of recognizing the true state
of the system from the remaining "normal" signals
in the state vector and thus is able to make *n
accurate estimation of the true value of tie



react iof i'n^'riuepartuff-geanr;fse':t'ai'n^frsansproother system I
s igna ls . F l i Fi 2 i
between -12

(For example, in F ig . 2 for the times
1 and -70 when 15 signals were fau l ted .

the estimated value of the ou t le t fjwra.te*,appears
normal despite the erroneous measured value.
S im i la r l y , the SSA-estimated va l je of the reactor
i n l e t temperature, as shown in F ig . 3. is shown t o '
be essent ia l ly unchanged by these simulated
fa i lu res including a fau l t in the sensor supplying!
the signal fo r th is sensor. This resul t was
typicfal rlo'f°a1 VJ'oth'er pVah't ''Sensor^ "included in the
state vector.

The test was terminated at -66 minutes by restor-
ing a l l channels to t he i r normal readings.

APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUE TO AN ACTUAL SENSOR!
FAILURE

In a%mi^o ' t o 5 ' TOS h («ontrol led tes t ing of th is
techniques capab i l i t y to accurately estimate the
correct value of a signal fo l lowing or during
simulated fau l t y operation of the sensor generat-
ing that s i gna l , there have been a number of j
actual sensor fa i l u res or malfunctions in the EBR-;
I I plant during periods that the SSA was being!
used for rout ine surve i l lance. In one suchj
instance, a thermocouple that was used to ind icate 1

the reactor coolant temperature r i se across the ,
core (not the same one as discussed previously in
th is paper) exhibi ted degraded performance. As j
can be seen from Fig. 4 , which shows the SSA-
estimated value of the signal value (with estima- j
t i o n uncertainty bands) and the thermocouple- ;

generated s i gna l , degradation appeared to begin a t '
about -216 minutes. At times greater than —216 j
minutes, the SSA-estimated value increases!
s l i g h t l y while the sensor-based value decreases.
The increase in the estimated value was la te r
traced to the actions of the reactor operator who'
increased reactor power s l i g h t l y to compensate fo r
what he thought was a drop in reactor temperature.
r ise based upon th i s sensor. The SSA-estimated,
value responded appropr iately to th is ac t i on :
fo l lowing the real change in the plant s ta te ,
while the degraded sensor-based signal did not.

The thermocouple sensor, although appearing to
recover at about -30 minutes, subsequently de-
graded fur ther and is assumed to have f a i l e d . For
the remainder of that reactor run, the indicated
sensor-based temperature r i se across the core
remained at about 83°C (150°F), while the SSA
continued to estimate the temperature r ise to be
about 100°C (180°F). The core temperature r ise
measured and calculated from other plant sensors
during that time was wi th in one degree of the SSA-
estimated value. This event and i t s subsequent
evaluation has demonstrated the value of th is
technique in signal estimation as well as i t s
cont r ibut ion to plant con t ro l , providing the
operator with addi t ional information that can be
u t i l i z e d to determine the proper response to
apparent changes in the plant operating s ta te .

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has demonstrated the use of a general
matheroatica) approach for embodying learned data

*roin system and
current observation to estimate the t
s tate of the system. The resu l t ing cod

i t with a
ue current
? (SSA) has.

been. ,,,app],ied to the EBR-II plant where signal
va l ida t ion and generation of synthetic >iynals for
the replacement of signals from fau l ted sensors on
a near real- t ime pasis has been i l l us i t ra ted .
d i rec t experimental demonstration of the capa-
b i l i t y of the code to provide accurate iStinidtesi
of c r i t i c a l plant parameters fo l lowing mul t ip le
simulated fa i lu res J'of sensors (as well as one
example of a real sensor f a i l u re ) providing the
signals used to determine these parameters was
presented.
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